# Call for proposals – Deadline 30 September 2010 #

**EXCHANGE RADICAL MOMENTS!**

**DIE FABRIKANTEN**
Promenade 15
4020 Linz, Austria
+43 732 795684-0
moments@fabrikanten.at
www.fabrikanten.at
http://exchangeradicalmoments.wordpress.com

Exchange Radical Moments! is a brand new Europe-wide Live Art festival. It will take place simultaneously in cities across Europe on 11 November 2011 (11.11.11). The various events will consist of encounters, site-specific interventions, experiments in social practice, public interventions, performances and live acts.

**Calling for Ideas and proposals**

By 30 September 2010 please let us know your project ideas, no matter how sketchy they are, and send them to moments@fabrikanten.at. Please include a short biography in your proposal.

**What is being exchanged?**

- Ideas and projects dedicated to the (re-)activation, the inventive (and resourceful) handling of public space
- Experiences from sub-cultures, counter-cultures, from the social outback(-cast) districts, the margins of society
- Objects and symbols, that enable and open up via exchange new outlooks concerning systems and networks
- And “radical moments” that take place in and between encounters; moments that have a certain magical impact on the involved peoples
- Questions that characterize the urban utopia

**Two questions to consider in the proposal:**

1. How does the „exchange“ between the people within your project happen, what are the dynamics of exchange?

2. What does this „radical moment,“ the moment that forged the exchange, look like?

More on EXCHANGE RADICAL MOMENTS!:
http://exchangeradicalmoments.wordpress.com/about

EXCHANGE NOW!